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There are many materials for which the quantity needed by a firm is at best indirectly
related to the quantity of final product produced by that firm, such as solvents in man-

ufacturing processes or office supplies. For any such “indirect” materials, an inescapable
incentive conflict exists: The buyer wishes to minimize consumption of these indirect mate-
rials, while the supplier’s profits depend on increasing volume. Both buyer and supplier can
exert effort to reduce consumption, hence making the overall supply chain more efficient.
However, no supplier will voluntarily participate unless contract terms are fundamentally
revised. This can be done through a variety of “shared-savings” contracts, where both parties
profit from a consumption reduction. This paper analyzes several such contracts currently in
use for chemicals purchasing. We show that such contracts can always increase supply-chain
profits but need not lead to reduced consumption. We analyze equilibrium effort levels, con-
sumption, and total profits, and show how these change with the contract parameters. We
find that the goals of maximizing joint profits and minimizing consumption are generally not
aligned. Also, surprisingly, a decrease in a cost parameter can lead to a decrease in profits; it
may be necessary (but is always possible) to renegotiate the shared-savings contract to reap
the benefits of a cost decrease.
(Supply-Chain Management; Supply Contracts; Shared Savings; Game Theory; Environmental
Management; Indirect Materials)

1. Introduction
The potential for improved supply-chain performance
through various forms of coordination has been
demonstrated extensively in recent literature and
management practice. A wide range of supply con-
tracts has been studied, generally with the inten-
tion of reducing total supply-chain inventory costs.
However, this literature (implicitly) assumes that the
materials in question will become part of the prod-
uct sold to final customers. This means that demand
for the materials is directly linked to final demand,
assumed to be constant or price-sensitive through a
(possibly stochastic) demand curve. An automobile

always requires four wheels, and an assembler’s
usage of wheels is directly linked to final car sales.
Many materials, however, are indirect: They are con-
sumed during the production process but do not
become part of the final product. Demand for such
indirect materials is, by definition, only indirectly
linked to final market demand; solvents are needed
at various steps in the automotive assembly process,
but consumption of these solvents depends as much
on efficiency of usage as on demand for cars. Even
consumption of materials such as paint, which does
become part of the final car, can often be reduced
by less wasteful spraying processes. In this paper, we
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examine the impact of supply contracts on efforts to
reduce consumption of such indirect materials.
Reduction of consumption of indirect materials

entails a cost reduction for the customer. For the sup-
plier, however, this means a loss of volume, hence
almost certainly lower profits. This simple obser-
vation lies at the heart of a major incentive con-
flict inherent in almost any supply chain: Suppliers
can earn more by selling more, even if the mate-
rial is undesirable from a broader perspective. This
is acutely true in the case of environmentally unde-
sirable products, such as hazardous chemicals or
CFC-based solvents. Manufacturers may need these
to keep their processes running, but would much
rather consume less or find a way of doing with-
out altogether. However, they will be hard-pressed
to convince their suppliers to help them achieve this
without offering some form of compensation.
Recently, new types of chemical contracts have

emerged, under which the basis of payment shifts
from quantity to service (Bierma and Waterstraat
1996, 2000), also referred to as “servicizing” (Reiskin
et al. 2000). These include chemical management fees
and lease arrangements (where payment is based
partly on quantity and partly on additional services,
and the supplier retains ownership of the chemi-
cals). Shared-savings contracts go further, explicitly
measuring the benefits accruing to both parties from
costs avoided by reducing consumption, and sharing
these. The underlying belief is that these contracts will
always increase profits and reduce consumption com-
pared to the original quantity-based model.
In this paper, we evaluate these different types of

contracts from a theoretical and practical perspec-
tive. For any given contract, we characterize the level
of effort that supplier and customer will exert in
equilibrium to reduce consumption, and compare the
resulting consumption and profit levels under various
contracts. Though there may be multiple equilibria,
we find that the set of equilibria is a lattice. Contrary
to commonly held beliefs, shared-savings contracts
will not always reduce consumption, and the goals of
minimizing total consumption and maximizing joint
profits are generally not aligned. However, we show
that it is always possible to increase channel prof-
its with a simple shared-savings contract. While we

show that shared-savings contracts cannot achieve
full channel coordination, our numerical experiments
suggest that an appropriate shared-savings contract
tends to deliver a high percentage of the potential
gain that channel coordination could achieve over a
traditional quantity-based contract.
As the unit price decreases, the supplier will always

exert more effort, the customer less. (This is a stronger
result than the traditional comparative statics on a lat-
tice, which only states that the entire lattice of equi-
libria will shift in a particular direction, and does
not predict how individual nonextreme points will
change.) Similarly, if the supplier’s manufacturing
costs increase, he will exert more effort and the cus-
tomer less, while an increase in customer disposal
costs has the opposite effect. Surprisingly, though, a
decrease in either cost could lead to a decrease in total
profits, unless the cost decrease is shared between
both parties by adjusting the unit price. This points
to the importance of not viewing shared-savings con-
tracts as static, but rather of renegotiating the unit
price when either party’s costs change.
The key contribution of this paper lies in explicitly

modeling demand endogeneously as a function of effort
exerted by both parties, and analyzing how contract
type can influence such endogeneous demand. As
such, this paper opens up the largely unexplored field
of contracting on indirect materials. Section 2 reviews
relevant literature on supply-chain coordination, envi-
ronmental management, and chemical supply con-
tracts. Section 3 describes the basic model. Section 4
develops a general formulation that captures various
types of contracts found in the literature. Section 5
derives equilibrium behavior under this general for-
mulation. Section 6 discusses comparative statics,
showing how these equilibria vary with the contract
parameters. Section 7 describes the insights obtained
from extensive numerical experimentation. Section 8
discusses practical implementation of shared-savings
contracts and offers suggestions for further research.
Section 9 summarizes our findings.

2. Literature Review
This paper draws on and contributes to several
streams of literature reviewed below. It contributes to
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our understanding of the impact of contracts for indi-
rect materials on supply-chain performance, using
advanced concepts in game theory. It is also (to the
best of our knowledge) the first attempt to rigor-
ously model how contracts can reduce consumption,
hence contributing to the environmental management
literature.
A growing literature in supply-chain management,

recently reviewed by Tsay et al. (1999), asks how
redesigning contracts can lead to improved perfor-
mance. Cachon and Zipkin (1999) show how cooper-
ation between customer and supplier almost always
leads to lower inventory costs than equilibrium
behavior; we find analogous results here for total
manufacturing and disposal costs. By focusing on
indirect materials, we introduce an incentive conflict
that is almost universal but fundamentally different
from those studied so far: Suppliers earn more by sell-
ing more, while the customer earns more by using less.
We have heard various versions of the mantra that

“the next step forward in environmental improve-
ment lies in supply-chain coordination.” A growing
literature (see Thierry et al. 1995 and Fleischmann
et al. 1997) focuses on the reverse flows induced
by legislation requiring take-back of products and
packaging. A different implication of supply-chain
structure is the environmentally damaging incentive
conflict mentioned earlier. Bierma and Waterstraat
(1996, 2000) and Reiskin et al. (2000) describe a range
of chemical management contracts used in practice to
redress this; in this paper we analyze the implications
of the different types of contract more precisely.
Because both parties can influence consumption

and hence imperfectly internalize the benefits of their
effort, this is reminiscent of the double moral hazard
problem, discussed in Bhattacharyya and Lafontaine
(1995) and Kim and Wang (1998). While that litera-
ture focuses only on profit optimization, we explicitly
analyze the effects of specific contracts on both profits
and consumption (or environmental impact).
Recent research has examined the link between

environmental and economic performance. Klassen
and McLaughlin (1996) find positive stock market
effects after announcements of environmental awards
and negative effects after environmental crises. This
same argument is made more informally by Porter

and van der Linde (1995) and Hart (1997). Our study
contributes to this debate by formalizing a business
model that is proving successful in practice, and
which can also reduce environmental impacts.

3. The Basic Model
We first introduce the basic model and two bench-
mark cases, the volume-only base contract and the
joint investment contract, which maximizes profits for
the total chain. After that, we introduce and analyze
shared-savings contracts in §§4 and beyond.
A single supplier produces (or purchases) some indi-

rect material at a unit cost of c, and sells this to a single
customer. The customer uses this indirect material in
his own process, which generates revenue (net of all
costs of manufacturing and raw materials other than
the indirect material) of r per period, independently
of the decisions modeled here. Also, assume for now
that the unit price paid by the customer for the indi-
rect material is p > c. The customer incurs costs d

per unit due to material handling, disposal of waste
material, etc. By exerting some effort, each party can
reduce the amount of indirect material required per
period. For example, either party might find ways to
make the customer’s production process more effi-
cient, or the supplier might reformulate the product.
Let es and ec denote the amount of use-reduction effort
exerted by the supplier and the customer, respectively,
and let 0 ≤ es ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ec ≤ 1. Let y	es
 ec� denote
the quantity of indirect material required per period.
Without loss of generality, we assume y	0
0� = 1.
Let y	es
 ec� be twice continuously differentiable on
�0
1× �0
1. More effort leads to lower consump-
tion, so that 	�y/�es�	es
 ec� < 0 and 	�y/�ec�	es
 ec� <

0 for 	es
 ec� ∈ �0
1 × �0
1. There are decreasing
returns to effort, so that 	�2y/�e2s �	es
 ec� ≥ 0 and
	�2y/�e2c �	es
 ec� ≥ 0 for 	es
 ec� ∈ �0
1× �0
1. Occa-
sionally, we will also require supermodularity of
consumption in joint effort levels (which, in this
case, is equivalent to nonnegative cross-derivatives:
	�2y/�ec�es�	es
 ec� ≥ 0 for 	es
 ec� ∈ �0
1× �0
1).
Effort levels es and ec cost the supplier and cus-

tomer cs	es� and cc	ec�, respectively, per period; cs	es�

and cc	ec� are twice continuously differentiable on
[0,1), and convex increasing in effort so that c′s	es� >
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0 and c′c	ec� > 0 for 	es
 ec� ∈ 	0
1� × 	0
1�, and
c′′s 	es� > 0 and c′′c 	ec� > 0 for 	es
 ec� ∈ �0
1�× �0
1�.
We assume there is some “low-hanging fruit,” i.e.,
that both parties initial marginal costs of effort are
negligible, or c′s	0� = 0 and c′c	0� = 0. Finally, we
assume limes→1 c

′
s	es�= limec→1 c

′
c	ec�=�. The last two

assumptions are not strictly necessary, but facilitate
the exposition by ruling out border equilibria. Let �s

and �c represent the profits to the supplier and cus-
tomer, respectively, per period:

�s	es
 ec� = 	p− c�y	es
 ec�− cs	es�
 (1)

�c	es
 ec� = r − 	p+d�y	es
 ec�− cc	ec�� (2)

Also, let �T ≡ �s + �c be the total channel prof-
its. Initially, both players choose effort simulta-
neously; in our analysis of comparative statics
we allow iterated play. In the effort game, the
supplier selects es and the customer selects ec

(simultaneously) to maximize �s and �c, respec-
tively. Let e∗s 	ec� = argmaxes∈�0
1 �s	es
 ec� and e∗c 	es� =
argmaxec∈�0
1 �c	es
 ec� be the best response functions
for the supplier and customer, respectively. A pair
(ês
 êc) is a Nash equilibrium if neither player can
achieve higher profits by unilaterally changing his
effort level, that is, �s	ês
 êc� ≥ �s	es
 êc� for all es ∈
�0
1 and �c	ês
 êc� ≥ �c	ês
 ec� for all ec ∈ �0
1.

Base Contract. The profit functions in (1) and (2)
represent the traditional base contract. The supplier
is compensated on a quantity basis: A fixed price
per unit of indirect material sold. Clearly, the more
he sells (at a given price), the higher his profit.
The supplier has no incentive to exert any effort to
reduce the quantity of indirect material needed. Since
��s/�es ≤ 0 for all feasible 	es
 ec�, we have e∗s 	ec� =
0 for all ec ∈ �0
1. The (componentwise) concavity
assumptions on y	es
 ec� and cc	ec� establish concavity
of �c	es
 ec� in ec, so the first-order condition is suffi-
cient for characterizing the customer’s best response
function. In equilibrium es = 0 and the conditions on
the cost-of-effort functions guarantee the existence of
a unique ec ∈ 	0
1� such that ��c/�ec = 0, so that in the
base contract, the unique effort equilibrium is 	0
 êBC

c �,
where êBC

c is the unique ec satisfying

c′c	ec� =−	p+d�
�y

�ec

	0
 ec�� (3)

Although the supplier exerts no effort to reduce
consumption, the customer will always exert some
positive effort to this end. Each unit of indirect mate-
rial causes the customer to incur a positive cost p+d,
which is greater than the initial marginal cost of effort.

Joint Investment Contract. The base contract cre-
ates a situation where the supplier and customer
act quite independently and with opposite incentives
regarding consumption. Is it possible to better align
the two players’ incentives? To explore this, we con-
sider the joint investment contract suggested by Bierma
and Waterstraat (1996), essentially equivalent to a ver-
tically integrated company.
Suppose the supplier and customer set up a semi-

independent joint venture to which all costs related
to the indirect material, including procurement costs,
handling and disposal costs, and the cost of use-
reduction efforts, are charged. The supplier pays a
fraction � and the customer pays a fraction 1− �
of the costs incurred by this joint venture; in addi-
tion, the customer pays the supplier some fixed trans-
fer t. The costs incurred by the joint venture, and
the profits earned by supplier and customer are,
respectively,

CJV = 	c+d�y	es
 ec�+ cs	es�+ cc	ec�
 (4)

�s = t−�CJV 
 �c = r − t− 	1−��CJV 


�T = r −CJV �
(5)

The constants r and t do not affect the choice of
effort levels. The resulting equilibrium effort levels
represent the first-best solution, i.e., the effort levels
that would be chosen by a centralized decision maker
seeking to maximize total channel profits. The first-
order optimality conditions for these optimal effort
levels are given by

c′s	es� = −	c+d�
�y

�es

	es
 ec� > 0
 (6)

c′c	ec� = −	c+d�
�y

�ec

	es
 ec� > 0
 (7)

Compare Equations (6) and (7) to Equation (3). In the
joint investment equilibrium characterized by (6), the
supplier exerts some positive effort êJI

s . As a result of
this, along with the fact that p > c in the base con-
tract, êJI

c ≤ êBC
c . The base contract leads the supplier to
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underinvest and the customer to overinvest in effort,
relative to the first-best solution. The joint investment
contract requires that joint costs CJV be shared, which
also implies that both parties’ costs of effort must be
shared. Both players’ effort levels and corresponding
costs would typically be very difficult to verify, so
this contract is usually impossible to implement in
practice.

4. Shared-Savings Contracts
Since the base contract leads to suboptimal channel
profits and joint investment is impractical, are there
practical contracts that yield equilibria approach-
ing or matching the first-best solution? Bierma and
Waterstraat (1996) list several different contracts cur-
rently in use in the chemical sector. These arrange-
ments, described below, can be applied to almost
any indirect material. In §8, we revisit some schemes
from practice and compare them to our modeling
framework.
• Chemical management fee. The customer pays the

supplier a fixed fee t that is independent of the vol-
ume of chemicals used. The supplier manages the cus-
tomer’s chemicals and takes responsibility for waste
disposal. He passes chemical costs on to the customer
at a nominal profit—say at some price p′, with p >

p′ > c.
• Leasing. The customer leases the chemicals from

the supplier at a unit price p′′, for which he receives
some management services from the supplier, who
retains ownership of the chemicals and, with that,
responsibility for waste management.
• Shared savings. The customer pays a fixed fee t,

independent of the volume of chemicals used. Bene-
fits from reduced chemical consumption (reductions
in the supplier’s chemical costs as well as the cus-
tomer’s handling and disposal costs) are shared, with
the supplier receiving a fraction � ∈ �0
1 and the
customer the remaining fraction 	1− �� of the total
savings.
Each of the above arrangements can be modeled by

replacing the original transfer py in our base contract
with a two-part transfer T	y�. A chemical manage-
ment fee corresponds to T	y� = t + 	p′ − d�y, a lease
arrangement to T	y�= 	p′′ −d�y, and a shared-savings

contract to T	y� = t+�	c+d�	1−y�− c	1−y�. All the
above contracts are of the form T	y� = t + a · y. The
parameter a redistributes the unit costs because of
indirect material consumption, hopefully realigning
incentives in a way that increases channel profits. The
parameter t does not affect either player’s effort deci-
sion directly, but can be adjusted to give each player
the incentive to participate. Because any contract of
this type can be seen as a mechanism for creating and
then sharing cost savings, we use the term shared sav-
ings for all such contracts. We focus on the general
form T	y� = t + a · y, as this captures a broad class
of contracts commonly found in practice, described
in §8.

5. Equilibrium Efforts Under
Shared-Savings Contracts

Given a transfer T	y� = t+ a · y, the players’ and the
joint profit functions are:

�s	es
 ec� a� = t+ 	a− c�y	es
 ec�− cs	es�
 (8)

�c	es
 ec� a� = r − t− 	a+d�y	es
 ec�− cc	ec�
 (9)

�T	es
 ec� a� = r − 	c+d�y	es
 ec�− cs	es�− cc	ec�� (10)

Because t does not influence equilibrium effort levels,
we focus on the effect of a. If a is too large or too
small, then one party will have no incentive to exert
any effort to reduce consumption. Such extreme val-
ues of a always lead to suboptimal channel profits.

Proposition 1. If a≥ c, then the unique equilibrium is
	0
 ê 0c 	a��, where ê 0c 	a� is the unique ec satisfying c′c	ec�=
−	a+d�	�y/�ec�	0
 ec�. In addition, ê 0c 	a� is increasing in
a and �T	0
 ê 0c 	a�� is decreasing in a. If a ≤−d, then the
unique equilibrium is 	ê 0s 	a�
0�, where ê 0s 	a� is the unique
es satisfying c′s	es� = −	c− a�	�y/�es�	es
0�. In addition,
ê 0s 	a� is decreasing in a and �T	ê

0
s 	a�
0� is increasing in a.

Proof. Ifa≥ c, then��s/�es = 	a−c�	�y/�es�	es
 ec�−
c′s	es�≤ 0 ∀ 	es
 ec�, so e∗s 	ec�= 0 for all ec ∈ �0
1. Argu-
ments as for the base contract guarantee uniqueness
of ê 0c 	a�. �2�c/�ec�a = −�y/�ec > 0, so �c is super-
modular in 	ec
 a� on the sublattice �0
1 × �c
��,
so that ê 0c 	a� is increasing in a. The first-order con-
dition defining ê 0c 	a� gives 	d�T/da�	0
 ê 0c 	a�� =
	−	c + d�	�y/�ec�	0
 ê 0c 	a�� − c′c	ê

0
c 	a��� × 	dê 0c 	a�/da�
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≤ 0. Similarly, if a ≤ −d, then ��c/�ec ≤ 0, so e∗c 	es� =
0 for all es ∈ �0
1. Arguments as above guaran-
tee uniqueness of ê 0s 	a�. ê 0s 	a� is decreasing in a as
�2�s/�es�a= �y/�es < 0, so �s is submodular in 	es
 a�

on the sublattice �0
1×	−�
−d. The first-order con-
dition defining ê 0s 	a� gives 	d�T/da�	ê

0
s 	a�
0� ≥ 0. �

From the perspective of maximizing channel prof-
its, we can restrict attention to a ∈ �−d
 c. If the
supplier’s profit margin a− c is positive, he has no
incentive to reduce consumption. Similar logic applies
to the customer when a<−d. The base contract corre-
sponds to a = p > c, so the above proposition implies
that there always exists a shared savings contract with
−d ≤ a ≤ c, for which channel profits will be at least
as high as in the base contract.
If −d ≤ a ≤ c, the first-order optimality conditions

for the supplier and customer are

c′s	es� = −	c−a�
�y

�es

	es
 ec�
 (10)

c′c	ec� = −	a+d�
�y

�ec

	es
 ec�� (11)

The earlier assumptions on the cost functions guaran-
tee that (10) and (11) have unique solutions, so that
the best response functions, e∗s 	ec� and e∗c 	es�, are well
defined. The following theorem establishes a number
of fundamental facts about the best response func-
tions and equilibrium effort levels, graphically illus-
trated in Figure 1.

Theorem 1. If −d ≤ a≤ c, then the following are true:
(i) The best response functions e∗s 	ec� and e∗c 	es� are both

decreasing in their arguments.
(ii) There exists at least one equilibrium in the effort

game.
(iii) The set of equilibria is a chain, i.e., if there are

multiple equilibria, they can be ordered: for any equilibria
	ês
 êc� and 	ēs
 ēc�, either ês ≤ ēs and êc ≥ ēc, or ês ≥ ēs

and êc ≤ ēc.
(iv) If there are multiple equilibria, then for any equilib-

ria 	ês
 êc� and 	ēs
 ēc� ordered so that ês ≤ ēs and êc ≥ ēc,
we have �s	ês
 êc�≥�s	ēs
 ēc� and �c	ês
 êc�≤�c	ēs
 ēc�.

Proof. For (i) and (ii), use the change of vari-
able ẽs =−es . Then, �2�s/�ẽs�ec = 	c−a�	�2y/�es�ec�≥
0 and �2�c/�ẽs�ec = 	a + d�	�2y/�es�ec� ≥ 0, so �s

Figure 1 Best Response Functions with Multiple Equilibria

Note. The graph illustrates how, despite the smooth and well-behaved nature
of the best response functions, one could obtain multiple equilibria.

and �c are both supermodular in 	ẽe
 ec� on the lat-
tice �−1
0× �0
1 if and only if y is supermodu-
lar, which we assumed earlier. Theorem 1.2 in Topkis
(1979) immediately establishes (i), and Theorem 3.1
in Topkis (1979) establishes (ii). For (iii), consider
two equilibria 	ês
 êc�, and 	ēs
 ēc�, assume without
loss of generality that ês ≤ ēs . Since each player’s
best response function is decreasing in the other
player’s effort, êc = e∗c 	ês�≥ e∗c 	ēs�= ēc. Finally, for Part
(iv), note that �s	ēs
 ēc� ≤ �s	ēs
 êc� ≤ �s	e

∗
s 	êc�
 êc� =

�s	ês
 êc� and �c	ês
 êc� ≤ �c	ēs
 êc� ≤ �c	ēs
 e
∗
c 	ēs�� =

�c	ēs
 ēc�. �

Result (i) states that the use-reduction efforts
exerted by the players act as substitutes—the more
effort one player exerts, the less the other one will.
Comparing any two equilibria, each player earns
higher profits at the equilibrium in which he exerts
lower effort. Recall that our goal is to achieve equi-
librium effort levels that yield higher channel prof-
its than the base contract and, if possible, match the
joint investment effort levels. Although Proposition
1 and Theorem 1 show that the former goal can be
achieved, shared savings contracts cannot achieve full
channel coordination. To see this, compare the first-
order conditions (10) and (11) for the shared savings
contract with (6) and (7) for joint investment. Let
eSS
s 	ec�
 e

SS
c 	es�
 e

JI
s 	ec�
 e

JI
c 	es� be the best response func-

tions under shared savings and under joint invest-
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ment, respectively. Since −d≤ a≤ c, (6) and (10) imply
that eSS

s 	ec� ≤ eJI
s 	ec�, while (7) and (11) imply that

eSS
c 	es� ≤ eJI

c 	es�, i.e., faced with any given effort level
by his counterpart, each player will exert less effort
under a shared-savings contract than under vertical
integration. In addition, since a < c implies eSS

c 	es� <

eJI
c 	es� and a > −d implies eSS

s 	ec� < eJI
s 	ec�, no shared-

savings contract can induce the first-best solution. The
numerical experiments in §7 do suggest, however,
that simple shared-savings contracts can lead to sub-
stantial improvements over the base contract.

6. Comparative Statics of
Equilibria

Above we established existence of equilibria in the
effort game, for given parameters a
 c
 and d. We now
explore how the equilibria behave as these param-
eters change; we first study comparative statics of
effort levels, then of consumption, and finally of total
profits.

6.1. Comparative Statics of Effort Levels
in Equilibrium

Comparative statics is challenging as there may be
multiple equilibria. We use the concept of fictitious or
iterated play from Lippman et al. (1987). (Note that
iterated play is quite different from iterated domi-
nance; see Fudenberg and Tirole 1991). Let the sup-
plier pick any effort level es in [0,1]. The customer
chooses his best response e∗c 	es�, to which the sup-
plier’s best response is e∗s 	e

∗
c 	es��. Constructing an

infinitely iterated sequence, play always converges
to an equilibrium. Some equilibria are “attractors,”
in that iterated play starting from either side suf-
ficiently close to that equilibrium will converge to
it; other equilibria are “repellent,” in that iterated
play will always diverge away. Assume that for some
given contract a1, the players have converged to
an arbitrary equilibrium e1	a1� = 	e1s 	a1�
 e

1
c 	a1��. Now

change the contract, such that a2 > a1. The former
equilibrium e1 is no longer on either party’s best-
response curve, so iterated play starts anew, converg-
ing to a new attracting equilibrium. Loosely speak-
ing, Proposition 2 states that as a increases, all attract-
ing equilibria shift towards lower supplier and higher

customer effort. Proofs from here onwards are pro-
vided in the Appendix.

Proposition 2. For any equilibrium e1	a1�, pick a2 >
a1. Iterated play starting from e1	a1� but under contract
a2 will converge to a new equilibrium, e2	a2�, such that
e2s 	a2� ≤ e1s 	a1� and e2c 	a2� ≥ e1c 	a1�. Similarly, if a2 < a1,
then e2s 	a2� ≥ e1s 	a1� and e2c 	a2� ≤ e1c 	a1�.

Analogous results for changes in c and d are stated
in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. For any equilibrium e1	c1�, pick c2 >
c1. Iterated play starting from e1	c1� but under cost c2
will converge to a new equilibrium, e2	c2�, such that
e2s 	c2� ≥ e1s 	c1� and e2c 	c2� ≤ e1c 	c1�. Similarly, if c2 < c1,
then e2s 	c2� ≤ e1s 	c1� and e2c 	c2� ≥ e1c 	c1�. For any equi-
librium, e1	d1�, pick d2 > d1. Iterated play starting from
e1	d1� but under cost d2 will converge to a new equilib-
rium, e2	d2�, such that e2s 	d2�≤ e1s 	d1� and e2c 	d2�≥ e1c 	d1�.
Similarly, if d2 < d1, then e2s 	d2� ≥ e1s 	d1� and e2c 	d2� ≤
e1c 	d1�.

These results are intuitive, but it is less obvious that
a change in a
 c
 or d will always have the expected
effect, even if there are multiple equilibria. Indeed,
the comparative statics for consumption and profits
do not always behave as one would expect.

6.2. Comparative Statics of Consumption Levels
in Equilibrium

We have established that an increase in one party’s
cost of consumption will provoke a shift of effort
to that party. How do such cost changes affect con-
sumption and total profits? One would expect that
higher unit consumption costs should lead to reduced
consumption after adjustment to the new equilib-
rium effort levels. We have not been able to guaran-
tee that this will hold, as we are not dealing with
(jointly) optimal effort levels but with equilibria in
the effort game. Fortunately, one can always adjust
a such that changes in c or d do have the expected
effects. To show this we must assume uniqueness
of the equilibrium in the effort game. Some suffi-
cient conditions for uniqueness do exist but they
are quite restrictive; see for instance Vives (1999,
p. 47). Uniqueness was established theoretically for
some of our numerical experiments and was con-
firmed numerically for the others. Let ê	c
 d
a� ≡
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	ês	c
 d
a�
 êc	c
d
a�� represent this unique equilib-
rium for any given vector 	c
d
a�. Consider a par-
ticular benchmark parameter vector 	c1
d1
 a1�, its
associated equilibrium ê	c1
d1
 a1�, and the resulting
consumption y	ês	c1
d1
 a1�
 êc	c1
d1
 a1��.

Proposition 4. For any c2 > c1, there exists a2 ∈ �a1


a1+c2−c1 such that, at the new equilibrium ê	c2
d1
 a2�,
consumption is lower than before, i.e., y	ês	c2
d1
 a2�


êc	c2
d1
 a2�� ≤ y	ês	c1
d1
 a1�
 êc	c1
d1
 a1��. Similarly,
for any d2 > d1, there exists a2 ∈ �a1− 	d2−d1�
 a1 such
that, at the new equilibrium ê	c1
d2
 a2�, consumption
is lower than before, i.e., y	ês	c1
d2
 a2�
 êc	c1
d2
 a2�� ≤
y	ês	c1
d1
 a1�
 êc	c1
d1
 a1��.

This result not only establishes the existence of an
adjusted contract that yields the desired results, it
also identifies the direction of adjustment needed. An
increase in c can be adjusted for by increasing a, while
an increase in d calls for a reduction in a. These adjust-
ments help mitigate the cost increase by sharing it
between both players, consistent with the spirit of
shared-savings contracts.

6.3. Comparative Statics of Total Profits
in Equilibrium

Although an increase in costs could lead to higher
consumption, one can always adjust the contract
such that consumption will decrease. If consump-
tion can be written as y	es
 ec� = ys	es�yc	ec�, we can
show that equivalent results hold for total profits.
This multiplicative form arises when the effects of
both parties’ efforts are independent. (This condi-
tion may not be necessary, but we have not been
able to show the result without it.) As before, con-
sider a benchmark vector 	c1
d1
 a1� and its associ-
ated equilibrium ê	c1
d1
 a1�. For any given 	c
d
a�,
let �s	c
d
a�
�c	c
d
a�, and �T	c
d
a� represent the
supplier’s, customer’s, and channel profits, respec-
tively, which occur at the corresponding unique
equilibrium.

Proposition 5. For any c2 < c1, there exists a2 ∈
�a1 − 	c1 − c2�
 a1 such that, at the new equilibrium
ê	c2
d1
 a2�, channel profits are higher than before the
parameter changes, i.e., �T	c2
d1
 a2� ≥ �T	c1
d1
 a1�.
Similarly, for any d2 < d1, there exists a2 ∈ �a1
 a1+ 	d1−

d2� such that, at the new equilibrium ê	c1
d2
 a2�, chan-
nel profits are higher than before the parameter changes,
i.e., �T	c1
d2
 a2� ≥ �T	c1
d1
 a1�.

7. Numerical Examples
In this section, we describe a numerical study that
examines the profit and consumption performance of
shared-savings contracts relative to the base contract
and to the joint investment case. We use two func-
tional forms for the consumption function (one addi-
tive and one multiplicative), each with a number of
parameter combinations: y1	es
 ec�= 	1−es�

�s 	1−ec�
�c ,

with �s
�c ∈ �1
2 , and y2	es
 ec� = 	�s + �c − �ses −
�cec�/	�s + �c�, with �c = 1
�s ∈ �0�1
0�2
1
5
10 .
Since y2	es
 ec� depends only on the ratio of the two
parameters, �c is fixed. A sufficient condition for the
best-response map to be a contraction, and hence
to ensure uniqueness of the equilibrium, is given in
Vives (1999, p. 47):

�2�c

�e2c
+
∣∣∣∣ �2�c

�ec�es

∣∣∣∣ < 0 and
�2�s

�e2s
+
∣∣∣∣ �2�s

�ec�es

∣∣∣∣ < 0

for all es
 ec ∈ �0
1�

For y2	es
 ec�, and for y1	es
 ec� with �s = �c = 1, this
condition is always met.
We also use two functional forms for the cost-of-

effort functions: c1	es� = 	1− es�
−xs − xses − 1
 c1	ec� =

	1− ec�
−xc − xcec − 1, with xs
 xc ∈ �1
3 , and c2	es� =

xs	− ln	1− es�− es�
 c2	ec� = xc	− ln	1− ec�− ec�, with
xs
 xc ∈ �10
50 . (The first tends to be more
“L-shaped,” while the second is more “U-shaped.”)
In any given scenario, the supplier’s and customer’s
cost-of-effort functions are of the same form, but all
four combinations of parameter values are used. In
all scenarios considered, we fix the revenue parame-
ter at r = 50; other parameter values are c ∈ �5
10 ,
d ∈ �0�25c
 c
4c , and p ∈ �1�2c
2c .
We first present two specific examples from the

study to illustrate counterintuitive behavior that can
occur in certain settings.
Example 1. Proposition 5 stated that, faced with a

decrease in c, it is always possible to adjust the con-
tract so that channel profits increase. Channel prof-
its could actually decrease without such an adjust-
ment. Consider c1	es�
 c1	ec�, and y1	es
 ec� (defined
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above), and parameters xs = 1
xc = 3
�s = �c = 1
 r =
50
 c = 10
d = 2�5, and a = 8. The unique equilib-
rium is 	ês
 êc� = 	0�367
0�253�, and channel prof-
its are �T = 43�23. If c decreases to c = 8�5 and
the contract is not adjusted, the new equilibrium is
	ês
 êc� = 	0�140
0�293�, and channel profits drop to
�T = 42�34. However, if a is reduced from 8 to 7, shar-
ing some (but not all) of the supplier’s cost decrease
with the customer, the new equilibrium is 	ês
 êc� =
	0�314
0�251�, and channel profits are �T = 43�58.
(Note that a = 8 is not the optimal contract for the
original setting. While we were unable to prove that
this behavior cannot occur when starting at the opti-
mal contract, we were also unable to identify exam-
ples where it does occur. This suggests that the sys-
tem may be more “well behaved” near the optimal
contract.)
Example 2. Although proponents of shared-savings

contracts argue that such arrangements lead to higher
profits and reduced consumption (relative to the base
contract), this need not be the case. Consider the cost-
of-effort and consumption functions as in Example 1
and parameters xs = 3
xc = 1
�s = �c = 1
 r = 50,
c = 10, and d = 2�5. To allow comparison to a base
contract with p = 20, we consider values for a out-
side the range −d ≤ a ≤ c. Figure 2 shows that chan-
nel profits are maximized at a = 6�5. When a ≤ 6�5,
consumption decreases as channel profits increase;
unfortunately, when a ≥ 6�5, higher channel profits
only come at the expense of higher consumption.
Even more disappointing: Consumption is minimized
at a = 20, corresponding to the base contract. So,
although a shared-savings contract increases channel
profits, it also increases consumption.

Figure 2 Channel Profits and Consumption As a Function of a

For the complete numerical study, we combine all
functional forms and parameter values to yield 864
scenarios. For each scenario we vary a throughout
the range −d ≤ a ≤ c, calculate the equilibrium effort
levels, and select the contract that yields the highest
channel profit at equilibrium, denoted by �SS . We also
compute the equilibrium effort levels under the base
contract and under joint investment (i.e., the first-best
effort levels); denote the corresponding channel prof-
its by �BC and �FB, respectively. We report the extent
to which the selected shared-savings contract closes
the profit gap between the base contract and the first-
best case:

shared-savings capture percentage (SSCP)

=
(

�SS −�BC

�FB −�BC

)
×100%�

The numerical study led to the following tentative
observations. First, a unique equilibrium exists for
the optimal shared-savings contract in every one of
the 864 scenarios considered, even when the suffi-
cient condition above was not met. (Uniqueness can
be verified by iterated play starting at 	es
 ec� = 	0
1�
and at 	es
 ec� = 	1
0�. If both sequences converge to
the same equilibrium, that equilibrium is unique; see
Topkis 1979, Theorem 4.2.) The apparent prevalence
of a unique equilibrium helps make shared-savings
contracts practical to implement. It also lends sup-
port to the uniqueness assumption made in §§6.2
and 6.3.
Second, the optimal shared-savings contract tends

to capture a significant percentage of the maximum
potential profit gain. The unweighted average of
SSCP across all 864 scenarios is 73.07%. Shared-
savings contracts seem to perform better in percent-
age terms when the maximum potential gain is large.
The aggregate shared-savings capture percentage (the
sum of the shared-savings gains across all scenarios
divided by the sum of the maximum potential gains
across all scenarios) is even higher, at 90.82%. Scenar-
ios where the supplier is relatively more effective in
reducing consumption (high �s or low �c values) tend
to yield higher SSCPs, since supplier effort induced
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by the shared-savings contract causes a greater con-
sumption reduction.
Third, the effects on consumption vary signifi-

cantly across scenarios, ranging from a decrease of
89% to an increase of 82%. The unweighted aver-
age of the shared-savings consumption-reduction per-
centages (versus the base contract) across all 864
scenarios is 9.05%. Again, shared-savings contracts
seem to perform better in percentage terms when
the potential gain is large. The aggregate shared-
savings consumption-reduction percentage (the sum
of the shared-savings consumption reductions across
all scenarios divided by the sum of the base contract
consumption levels across all scenarios) is higher,
at 18.20%. Again, scenarios where the supplier is
relatively more effective in reducing consumption
(high �s or low �c values) tend to yield greater
consumption-reduction percentages.
Finally, the correlation between shared-savings cap-

ture percentages and consumption-reduction percent-
ages is fairly high at 0.63, so that superior profit
performance tends to be associated with positive
consumption reductions. Cases with a high p, by
contrast, tend to result in a high shared-savings cap-
ture percentage, but a low or even negative consump-
tion reduction, as customer effort decreases without
a compensating increase in supplier effort. Table 1
shows results for 24 representative scenarios. In the
second set of results (with �s = 2), the supplier’s effort
has more impact than in the first set (with �s = 1);
the results illustrate that the value of shared savings
is greater with respect to profits, but especially with
respect to consumption reduction. The table also illus-
trates the other observations made above.

8. Discussion: Shared-Savings
Contracts in Practice and
Areas for Future Research

The theoretical and numerical analyses in this paper
suggest that shared-savings contracts have the poten-
tial to improve coordination within a supply chain
(even though full coordination is ruled out), but one
may wonder: Are such contracts feasible in practice?
The answer is a resounding yes. Shared-savings con-
tracts were recently featured on National Public Radio

(April 26, 2000) and advertised in Fortune magazine
(May 29, 2000), and the Chemical Strategies Partner-
ship offers extensive information on other applica-
tions. In this section, we discuss some arrangements
currently in use and how they relate to the shared-
savings contracts studied here. The first set of exam-
ples are discussed in Bierma and Waterstraat (2000);
the next two were selected from a series of interviews
and site visits by the authors.
The Total Fluids Management and Total Solvents

Management programs between the Ford Chicago
Assembly Plant and PPG’s Chemfil division spec-
ify a fixed fee per vehicle based on historical chem-
ical usage, and a fixed annual fee for chemicals
that cannot be linked to production volume. These
arrangements correspond to contracts with posi-
tive t and a ∈ �−d
0 in our model, depending on
the degree to which PPG manages and pays for
Ford’s handling and disposal costs. PPG’s Pay-as-
Painted program with Chrysler’s Belvedere Assem-
bly Plant in Belvedere, Illinois, is highly similar.
Two arrangements combining fixed fees per vehi-
cle with management fees for selected services are
those between GM’s Truck and Bus Plant in Janesville,
Wisconsin, and BetzDearborn, and between GM’s
Electro-Motive Division in LaGrange, Illinois, and
D.A. Stuart Company.
Another chemicals supplier offers a three-part

arrangement: A flat service fee, reimbursement for
chemicals used, and gainsharing on commodities
and chemical efficiency improvement. This adds
a reimbursement component cy to the “shared-
savings” contract mentioned in §4: T	y� = t + cy +
�	c+ d�	1− y�− c	1− y� = t + cy + 		1− ��c− �d�y −
		1−��c−�d�.
A US-based chemical manufacturer transformed

itself during the 1990s, changing from selling exclu-
sively its own products, on a volume basis, to acting
primarily as a service provider whose own products
only account for 5% of sales and who thrives on fixed
cost programs, i.e., T	y� = t+ ay as in several other
examples above.
The model proposed here is a starting point for

studying a wide range of contracts for procurement
of indirect materials. It captures some key incentive
conflicts not studied before in the literature, while
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Table 1 Associations Among Potential Profit Gain, Shared-Savings Capture Percentage, and Consumption Reduction Percentage

Max Potential Consumption
Profit Gain Shared-Savings Reduction

�s c d p �FB−�BC Capture Percentage (%) Percentage (%)

Scenario 1 1 5 1	25 6 0	3219 48	61 −12	02
Scenario 2 1 5 5 6 0	5493 53	18 −9	74
Scenario 3 1 5 20 6 1	4758 63	43 −6	24
Scenario 4 1 5 1	25 10 0	5066 67	34 −29	70
Scenario 5 1 5 5 10 0	6720 61	73 −22	26
Scenario 6 1 5 20 10 1	5224 64	55 −12	04
Scenario 7 1 10 2	5 12 0	7185 56	46 −11	38
Scenario 8 1 10 10 12 1	1775 61	16 −9	37
Scenario 9 1 10 40 12 2	9518 70	45 −2	66
Scenario 10 1 10 2	5 20 1	0303 69	64 −30	44
Scenario 11 1 10 10 20 1	3798 66	86 −22	63
Scenario 12 1 10 40 20 3	0259 71	17 −8	44
Average 1	2777 62	88 −14	74

Max Potential Consumption
Profit Gain Shared-Savings Reduction

�s c d p �FB−�BC Capture Percentage (%) Percentage (%)

Scenario 1 2 5 1	25 6 0	8884 76	99 3	76
Scenario 2 2 5 5 6 1	4599 80	00 8	53
Scenario 3 2 5 20 6 3	5707 85	12 17	87
Scenario 4 2 5 1	25 10 1	0730 80	95 −11	42
Scenario 5 2 5 5 10 1	5826 81	55 −1	91
Scenario 6 2 5 20 10 3	6173 85	31 13	40
Scenario 7 2 10 2	5 12 1	8455 81	52 8	54
Scenario 8 2 10 10 12 2	9044 84	04 14	16
Scenario 9 2 10 40 12 6	6471 88	12 24	34
Scenario 10 2 10 2	5 20 2	1573 84	19 −7	11
Scenario 11 2 10 10 20 3	1067 85	08 3	75
Scenario 12 2 10 40 20 6	7211 88	25 20	08

Average 2	9645 83	43 7	83

Note. All scenarios use y1�es ec�= �1−es�
�s �1−ec�

�c , c1�es�= �1−es�
−xs −xses−1, c1�ec�= �1−ec�

−xc −xcec −1, �c = 2 xs = xc = 3, and r = 50.

obviously being a simplification. Contracts in practice
display significant variety and complexity, though
often with the shared-savings contract studied here
as a fundamental ingredient. Some features of these
contracts which we have not captured here do pose
interesting questions for future research.
First, a key benefit of chemical management

services programs to suppliers lies in ensuring
continuing business with its customers. In such
instances, the supplier exerts effort now, expecting
more profits in future. Second, in practice, two types
of cost reduction occur: consumption reduction (e.g.,
by reducing waste or by improving the customers’

process) and unit cost reduction (e.g., through order
consolidation or substituting less expensive chemi-
cals for more costly ones). The early cost savings are
often achieved by the supplier’s efforts alone and are
primarily unit cost reductions, whereas consumption
reductions (which require both supplier and customer
effort) follow when the relationship has become more
mature. A more sophisticated cost and consumption
function would be needed to capture these effects.
Third, we have presented the most general frame-

work possible here; it would be valuable to iden-
tify specific consumption and cost-of-effort functions
to obtain more specific guidelines on how to set the
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contract parameter a. Another extension would be
to make the dependence of consumption on effort
stochastic. Current work is ongoing in both directions,
building on the double moral hazard literature in eco-
nomics (see, e.g., Kim and Wang 1998).

9. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied how contracts affect
consumption of indirect materials, by influencing the
amount of effort supplier and customer exert to
reduce that consumption. We compared a variety of
contracts currently found in industry, including the
base contract in which the supplier earns a positive
margin on each unit sold, joint investment in which
both parties choose the jointly optimal effort levels,
and shared-savings contracts, in which both parties
would benefit from any reduction in consumption.
We have shown that, contrary to common belief, such
shared-savings contracts can always lead to higher
channel profits, but not necessarily to lower con-
sumption. In our numerical experiments appropriate
shared-savings contracts achieve, on average, 73% of
the potential profit improvement. We have also shown
that modifying the unit price specified in the con-
tract will unambiguously cause one party’s effort to
be substituted by the other, even though there may
be multiple effort equilibria. Finally, and again unex-
pectedly, a decrease in either party’s cost could lead
to a decrease in channel profits; this is because of the
relatively “unpredictable” nature of studying compar-
ative statics of equilibria, rather than sensitivity anal-
ysis of an optimum. When costs change, it might be
necessary but is always possible to adjust the contract
in order for consumption and profits to behave as
expected. This paper has, for the first time, rigorously
established the value of shared-savings contracts for
indirect materials, while simultaneously pointing to
some as yet unrecognized potential pitfalls in their
implementation.
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Appendix. Proofs of Comparative Statics
Results in Propositions 2–5

Proof of Proposition 2. The proof relies largely on Theorems
A and B in Lippman et al. (1987), for which both best-response
functions must be decreasing; Theorem 1 already showed this. The
composite best response function fs	ẽs� a�, defined by fs	ẽs� a� =
ẽ∗s 	e

∗
c 	ẽs� a�� a�, must be isotone in ẽs , where ẽs $= −es and ẽ∗s 	ec� $=

−e∗s 	ec�. (Isotonicity is the generalization of monotonically increas-
ing to functions on lattices.) This follows from the fact that the func-
tion ẽ∗s 	ec� is increasing in ec . Tarski’s (1955) fixed-point theorem
shows that any isotone function from a complete lattice to itself has
a fixed point; this ensures existence of equilibria. Finally, fs	ẽs� a�

must be isotone in a, which holds as e∗c 	ẽs� a� is increasing in a and
ẽ∗s 	ec� a� is increasing in ec and in a. Let F 	e�a� denote the fixed
point towards which iterated play starting at e converges when
the contract is a. Now, for any equilibrium ẽ1	a1� = 	ẽ1s 	a1�
 e

1
c 	a1��,

we must have F 	ẽ1	a1�� a2� ≥ ẽ1	a1�, which is precisely what we set
out to show. The arguments can easily be duplicated for the case
a2 < a1. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Since �2�s/�es�c = −�y/�es > 0 and
�2�c/�ec�c = 0, it follows that e∗s 	ẽc� c� is increasing in ẽc and in
c, and ẽ∗c 	es� c� is increasing in es , where ẽc $= −ec and ẽ∗c 	es� $=
−e∗c 	es�. Similarly, �2�s/�es�d = 0 and �2�c/�ec�d = −	�y/�ec� > 0,
so ẽ∗s 	ec� d� is increasing in ec , and e∗c 	ẽs� c� is increasing in ẽs and
in d. The rest of the proof mirrors that of Proposition 2 and is
omitted. �

Proof of Proposition 4. Consider the equilibrium ês 	c2
d1
 a1�

resulting from c2 > c1 and the original contract a1. Proposi-
tion 3 implies that ês 	c2
d1
 a1� ≥ ês 	c1
d1
 a1� and êc	c2
d1
 a1� ≤
êc	c1
d1
 a1�. We seek a2 such that êc	c2
d1
 a2� = êc	c1
d1
 a1�. Note
that Proposition 2 and the inequalities above imply that a2 ≥ a1.
Now consider a= a1+c2−c1. Under this contract the supplier’s and
customer’s first-order optimality conditions become:

c′s 	es� = 	a− c2�
�y	es
 ec�

�es

= 		a1+ c2− c1�− c2�
�y	es
 ec�

�es

= 	a1− c1�
�y	es
 ec�

�es

c′c	ec� = −	a+d1�
�y	es
 ec�

�ec

=−	a1+ c2− c1+d1�
�y	es
 ec�

�ec

�

Since these conditions are identical to those under 	c1
d2
 a1�, where
d2 = d1 + c2 − c1 > d1, Proposition 3 implies ês 	c2
d1
 a1 + c2 − c1� ≤
ês 	c1
d1
 a1� and êc	c2
d1
 a1+ c2− c1� ≥ êc	c1
d1
 a1�. Therefore one
such a2 satisfies a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a1 + c2 − c1. We now wish to show that
ês 	c2
d1
 a2� ≥ ês 	c1
d1
 a1�. To that end, note that the supplier’s
profit function can be written as �s = t+ky	es
 ec�− cs	es�, where

k =
{
a1− c1
 for parameters 	c1
d1
 a1�

a2− c2 ≤ a1− c1
 for parameters 	c2
d1
 a2�
�
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Since �2�s/�es�k = �y/�es < 0
 e∗s 	ec� k� is decreasing in k. There-
fore, ês 	c2
d1
 a2� = e∗s 	êc	c2
d1
 a2�� a2 − c2� = e∗s 	êc	c1
d1
 a1��

a2− c2� ≥ e∗s 	êc	c1
d1
 a1�� a1 − c1� = ês 	c1
d1
 a1�. So y	ês	c2
d1
 a2�


êc	c2
d1
 a2�� ≤ y	ês	c1
d1
 a1�
 êc	c1
d1
 a1��. �

The proof of Proposition 5 is similar in flavor, and is avail-
able from the authors, or on the Management Science website
�http://mansci.pubs.informs.org�.
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